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ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
DIS-SOLVE
WORKS FASTER ON OVENS PREHEATED TO
200° F. THICK CLINGING FOAM DISSOLVES
CARBONIZED FOOD ON GRILLS THEN FLUSHES
AWAY EASILY.
Authorized by USDA for use in federally inspected
meat and poultry plants.

DIS-SOLVE
Oven Cleaner

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
1. Protect from overspray on floors and
exterior cabinet trim.
2. Remove racks and clean separately.
3. Wear gloves.
4. Shake well. Spray toward walls at
distance of 8 to 12 inches.
5. Allow foam to stand 5 to 10 minutes
longer for cool oven.
6. Wipe clean.
7. *For establishments operating under
Federal meat and poultry products
inspection program, cleaning must
be followed by a potable water rinse.
8. To lengthen times between cleaning,
coat with oven & hood protector.

• THICK CLINGING FORMULA
• PENETRATES GREASE
QUICKLY
• GIVES OFF NO FUMES
• SPRAY ON AND WIPE CLEAN*
• EASILY REMOVES CAKED ON
FOOD, GREASE AND OTHER
FOODS

Product:
# 1066 Aerosol
# 3019 Quarts
# 5098 Bulk
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
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AEROSOL INGREDIENTS
SODIUM HYDROXIDE
CITRUS TERPENE
HYDROCARBON PROPELLANT

CAS #
1310-73-2
5989-27-5
68476-86-8
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BULK & QUARTS INGREDIENTS
SODIUM HYDROXIDE
POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE
GLYCOL MONOBUTYL ETHER

CAS #
1310-73-2
1310-58-3
111-76-2
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DIS-SOLVE Oven and Grill Cleaner is a strong foam cleaner that quickly dissolves oven grime, carbon
deposits and grease build-up. This powerful cleaner works fast but does not have the harsh fumes
common to most oven cleaners. DIS-SOLVE sprays on as a clinging foam that stays where you apply
it providing better contact time and more effective cleaning. DIS-SOLVE is an advanced blend of
powerful cleaning agents specifically designed for the professional maintenance person who is looking
for the best possible performance. It is estimated that 90% of the cost of maintenance today is labor
expense. Most oven cleaners have to be sprayed and scrubbed in multiple applications before the job
is finished correctly. DIS-SOLVE is so effective that under normal conditions the job is finished with
only one application, spray on and wipe off. Using this remarkable product can actually cut the labor
time in half or even more. Many workers complain of horrible odors when using conventional oven
cleaners and are somewhat reluctant to finish the job completely. DIS-SOLVE has a pleasant smell
that won't adversely affect the person using the product making the task not only much faster but also
much more pleasant. Contact your local Superco Specialty Products representative for a
demonstration of DIS-SOLVE.
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